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Doctors to face action for failing to certify Covid deaths, SC told

RESPONSIBILITY
PRESCRIBED
❝

It is mandated that any
death resulting from
Covid-19 must have to be so
certified that is, as Covid
death, failing which everyone
responsible, including the certifying doctor, will be responsible for penal consequences. All
deaths with a diagnosis of
Covid-19 irrespective of comorbidities are to be classified
as deaths due to the infection.
The only exception could be
where there is a clear alternative cause of death that cannot
be attributed to Covid-19 (e.g.
accidental trauma, poisoning,
acute myocardial infarction,
etc) where Covid is an
incidental finding."

A bench comprising Justices Ashok Bhushan and M.R.Shah had said many times,
reasons given in a death certificate can be heart attack or lung failure but these
could be triggered by Covid-19. The bench asked Centre's counsel, "So how are
death certificates being issued?" The Centre filed affidavit in response to the
petitions filed citing Section 12(3) of the Disaster Management Act (DMA)
providing monetary compensation for the families of those who died during a
notified disaster. The top court will take up the matter on Monday.
Ministry of Home Affairs
Team Absolute|New Delhi
 THE CENTRE SAID AS PER THE
PROVISIONS OF THE
he Centre has told the
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS AND
Supreme Court that any death
DEATHS ACT, 1969, THE
resulting from Covid-19 infection
should
have to be certified as
CONTEMPORARY SYSTEM IS
Covid death, and if not done so, the
STATE GOVERNED AND
certifying doctor will face action.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
It submitted, that for recording of
Covid-19 deaths, that there is a
STATUTE IS VESTED WITH THE
statutory mechanism in place
STATE GOVERNMENTS/UNION
either by way of an Act of
TERRITORIES ADMINISTRATION.
Parliament or guidelines having the
force of mandate and the law. Any
 THE STATE AUTHORITY (CHIEF
breach of the guidelines mentioned
REGISTRAR) HAS BEEN DECLARED
here under would be a criminal
AS THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
offence as stipulated under Section
188 of the IPC, it said. Noting that
AUTHORITY IN THE RESPECTIVE
broad guidelines for recording of
STATE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
cannot be disclosed by the
death certificate is sent to the
Covid-19 related deaths in India
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT AND
Registrar to any person, hence the
Registrar along with death reportwere prepared by the Indian
RULES AND THE ORDER FRAMED.
extract/death certificate does not
ing form on the basis of which the
Council of Medical Research
include any information related to
Registrar makes necessary entries
(ICMR), it said: "The guidelines
 ACCORDING TO PROVISIONS OF
the cause of death of an individual,
related to cause of death in the regclearly state Covid-positive deaths
THE ACT, AT THE LOCAL AREA
it is therefore most respectfully said
ister of death, at the time of regisimplicate deaths related to the
the death certificate does not show
tration of death event," the affidavit
infection. These guidelines are in
LEVEL, THE DEATH EVENTS ARE
the cause of the death of any indiadded.
Under
the
provision
of
sync
with
the
WHO
Mortality
REGISTERED BY THE DESIGNATED
vidual," said the affidavit. On May
Section 17 of the RBD Act, "no
Coding. "The medical practitioner
LOCAL AUTHORITY (REGISTRAR)
24, the Supreme Court had suggestshould after the death of the person extract relating to any death, issued
ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION
ed there must be a uniform policy
to any person should disclose the
issue a certificate as to the cause of
and also some guidelines for
death in prescribed forms stating to particulars regarding the cause of
GIVEN TO HIM/HER BY THE
issuance of death certificates for
the best of his knowledge and belief death as entered in the register".
INFORMANT PRESCRIBED UNDER
those affected with Covid-19.
"Accordingly, the cause of death
the cause of death. This cause of
SECTIONS 8 OR 9 OF THE RBD ACT.
 THE AFFIDAVIT SAID UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 10 OF
The Centre has informed the Supreme Court that the finances of states and Centre are under severe
THE RBD ACT, THE INFORMATION
strain. The ex-gratia relief under the Disaster Management Act, 2005, to 12 notified disasters is providRELATED TO CAUSE OF DEATH IS
ed through the State Disaster Response Fund (SDRF), and the annual allocation for the year 2021-22 for
FILLED UP BY THE MEDICAL
SDRF, for all states combined is Rs 22,184 crore. The pandemic has caused more than 3,85,000 deaths, a
number which is likely to increase further, and it also exceeds the number of deaths in any other natuPRACTITIONER ATTENDING TO
ral disaster in the past, in the country, added the Centre. Therefore, if ex-gratia of Rs 4 lakh is given for
THE DECEASED AT THE TIME OF
every person, who lost life due to COVID-19, the entire amount of SDRF may possibly be spent on this
TERMINAL ILLNESS.
alone, and indeed the total expenditure may go up further.

❝
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CAN'T PAY 4L TO COVID VICTIMS

OUR DEMOCRATIC CREDENTIALS RECOGNISED, IT RULES
FRAMED POST TALKS WITH STAKEHOLDERS: INDIA TO UN

Social Media Feud
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Permanent Mission
of India to the United
Nations Office has
responded to the concerns
raised by Special Procedures
Branch of the Human Rights
Council regarding India's
new IT norms, wherein the
Permanent Mission has
stressed that India's democratic credentials are well
recognised and the new
norms were finalised after
due consultation with various stakeholders. The letter
by the Mission said: "The
Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology and
Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting undertook
broad consultations in 2018
with various stakeholders,
including individuals, civil
society, industry association
and organizations and invited public comments to prepare the draft Rules."

T

Thereafter an inter-ministerial meeting had discussed
in detail the comments
received and, accordingly,
the rules were finalised. It
also told the UN arm:
"India's democratic credentials are well recognized".
The right to freedom of
speech and expression is
guaranteed under the
Indian Constitution, the
Permanent Mission of India
said in its letter, adding that
the independent judiciary
and a robust media are part

of India's democratic structure.
"The Permanent Mission
of India requests that the
enclosed information may
be brought to the attention
of the concerned Special
Rapporteurs," it said. The
Indian Government and the
US-headquartered Twitter
are in sort of a tussle over
the new norms, wherein the
Centre has said that the
social media platform has
failed to comply with the
norms.

It’s 'Ramdroh'
 Money siphoned off
in name of Lord Ram,
alleges Congress
Team Absolute|New Delhi

fter second land deal in
Ayodhya surfaced, the
Congress was quick to
attack the government for
allowing such loot and profiteering and termed it a
"Ramdroh" and those
involved "chandajeevi."
Addressing a press conference
on the issue on Sunday,
Congress general secretary
Randeep Surjewala said, "The
responsibility lies on the
Supreme Court on whose
orders the trust has been constituted and the Prime
Minister, to audit the whole
process of land purchase and
money given by devotees."
The Congress alleged that
the second deal is between
Deepnarayan and the trust as
the former is active member
of the BJP and nephew of
Ayodhya mayor Rishikesh

A

Upadhayay, who sold land at
exorbitant price after purchasing it on a very less rate.
The Congress alleged that
even Mahant Nritya Gopal
Das is not being consulted on
the issue. While after the first
controversy broke out,
Champat Rai, the general secretary of the Shri Ram
Janmabhoomi Teerth Kshetra
Trust, had issued statement
amid the allegations of corruption in the purchase of
temple land. Last week when
the first deal surfaced

Randeep Surjewala had said,
"the trust was established on
the direction of the Supreme
Court and now the court
should take cognisance of the
issue and investigate the matter." He said the court should
audit all the accounts and
make public the report including the purchase of the land.
The Congress leader said that
the work of construction
should not be halted at all, but
the allegations should be
looked into as it's a matter of
faith for crores of Ram Bhakts.

A.K. Sharma's appointment MP, MAHA MAY SEE VERY HEAVY RAINFALL AT SOME PLACES: IMD Adani Power gets letter of intent
for Essar Power MP resolution
as BJP's Uttar Pradesh VP
surprises many
Team Absolute|New Delhi

ppointment of former bureaucrat A.K. Sharma as
Vice President of the Uttar Pradesh BJP has come
as a surprise to many in the party and government. Till last week, there was a strong buzz across
Lucknow and New Delhi that Sharma could be inducted into the Yogi Adityanath government.
With te appointment of Sharma to the party post,
there is an indication that the proposed reshuffle in
Adityanath cabinet is likely to be
delayed or might
not take place at
all Uttar Pradesh
BJP chief
Swatantra Dev
Singh on Saturday
announced
Sharma's appointment along with
other organisational appointments. A BJP
leader, who is part
of organisational
activities, said:
"For hours, I was
completely unaware about Sharma's appointment.
There was discussion at different levels about the
appointment of Morcha Chiefs, which was also done
yesterday, but appointment of new Vice President has
come as a surprise to me and many others in the party.
Another Uttar Pradesh BJP leader said that the entrusting organisational responsibility to Sharma has now
ended the speculation that he could be given an important portfolio in the Adityanath cabinet ahead of the
2022 Assembly polls.
Sharma, a Gujarat cadre IAS officer, had worked
closely with Prime Minister Narendra Modi for nearly
two decades both in the Gujarat Chief Minister's Office
and Prime Minister's Office.

A

New Delhi: Heavy to very heavy rainfall is
very likely at isolated places over eastern
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, and heavy rainfall at isolated places over Uttarakhand,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, and coastal parts, the IMD
said on Sunday. Duststorm/thunderstorm with lightning & gusty winds
(speed reaching 30-40 kmph) is very likely at isolated places over Rajasthan.
Strong winds, with speed 40-50 kmph
gusting to 60 kmph, is very likely over
southwest, west central, and adjoining
east central Arabian Sea and squally weather (speed 50-60 kmph) over
north Bay of Bengal, and along and off the Kerala-Karnataka-Goa-south
Maharashtra-Gujarat coast, and the Lakshadweep area. Fishermen are
advised not to venture into the sea into these areas, the IMD said.

Thunderstorm with lightning &
gusty winds (speed reaching
30-40 kmph) is very likely isolated places over Uttarakhand,
Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh &
Delhi and with lightning at isolated places over Himachal
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Vidarbha,
Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Jharkhand,
Gangetic West Bengal,
Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,
Meghalaya, Nagaland, Manipur,
Mizoram & Tripura, coastal &
north interior Karnataka and
Tamil Nadu, Puducherry, and
Karaikal, it said.

Mumbai: Adani Power has received the letter of intent for the resolution of
the bankrupt Essar Power MP Ltd (EPMPL). The development comes after
the Committee of Creditors (CoC) of
EPMPL approved Adani's resolution plan
to acquire the company under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC),
Adani Power said in a regulatory filing.
Essar Power MP, Mahan is a 1,200-MW
(2x600 MW) domestic coal-fired power
plant located in Singrauli district,
Madhya Pradesh. "Pursuant to this approval, the Resolution Professional
appointed by the National Company Law Tribunal, Delhi (NCLT) has issued
a Letter of Intent dated 17th June 2021 to the company," it said. According to
sources, Adani Power is expected to pay Rs 2,900 crore for the Mahan project.

YOGA IMPROVES CLINICAL OUTCOME IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: STUDY
The results of the study suggested that there was a
decrease in disease activity after yoga practice, which
was associated with a significant reduction in inflammatory cytokines, the elevation of mind-body communicative markers, and normalization of various
transcript levels, which improved quality of life.
"Despite lack of a cure, the disease may be controlled
by yoga-based lifestyle interventions which improves
joint flexibility and reduces pain. Yoga significantly
improves and reduces the psycho-somatic symptoms, pain perception, disability quotient, joint
flexibility, range of motion, posture,
muscle strength, coordination, and
disease activity", said the study.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

n India, yoga is celebrated as
an ancient tradition, which
has grown into a global phenomenon. As India gears up
for International Yoga Day
on June 21, a research paper
released by an expert at All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) said, yoga
can be used as an adjunct
therapy in the management
of severe arthritis. Dr Rima
Dada, Prof Lab for
Molecular Reproduction and
Genetics, Department of
Anatomy at AIIMS, said, yoga
improves clinical outcome in

I

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and
decreases systemic inflammation by its beneficial effects on
psycho-neuro-immune axis
and normalization of dysregulated transcripts. The research
paper titled 'yoga impact on
autoimmune arthritis' is based
on a study done in collaboration with Dr Uma Kumar,
Professor and Head of the
Department of Rheumatology.
Dada emphasized yoga is an
integrative health strategy
which focusses on both physical and psychological aspects of
a disease.
Dada claimed the study on
the impact of yoga in 66 RA
patients supports adding yoga
as an adjunct therapy to

PM MODI TO
ADDRESS 7TH
INTERNATIONAL
YOGA DAY
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will address the 7th
International Yoga Day programme on Monday.
"Tomorrow, June 21, we will
mark the 7th Yoga Day. The
theme this year is 'Yoga For
Wellness', which focusses on
practising Yoga for physical
and mental well-being," Modi
tweeted. Vice President, M.
Venkaiah Naidu has greeted
the people on the eve of the
International Day of Yoga.

treat the chronic debilitating
autoimmune disease.
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'NHRC notice to J&K govt over writer
gunned down by Pak militants in 1990'

PARVATI TEMPLE IN KARNATAKA DUG
UP IN 'TREASURE HUNT',7 HELD T

Team Absolute|New Delhi

Hassan|Agencies

unt for treasure purportedly
buried under the sanctum
sanctorum of a century-old
temple in a village in Karnataka's
Hassan district led seven people,
including a priest, to try to dig up the
structure, police said on Sunday.
This seven-member gang, which
also included a prominent astrologer
and Assistant Director of Co-operative
Societies, however, developed cold
feet after digging around a 10 feet pit
in front of the chief deity of their village Bosmanahalli, abandoned their
mission halfway through, and left the
temple. All seven have been arrested.
According to the police statement,
the arrested were identified as
Manjunath, an astrologer from
Bosmanahalli, L. Thippeswamy, a
temple priest, Hassan Co-operative
Societies Assistant Director Narayan,
B. H. Jayaram, Chetan, Manjunath,
and Kumar. The police said that the
entire treasure hunt plan was hatched
by Manjunath, an astrologer from
Bosamanhalli, who often used to visit
the old Chowdeshwari (Parvatamma)
Temple, of the village's deity, situated
on the outskirts of the village.
"Most of the arrested are devotees
of this temple. The astrologer per-

H

suaded these five gullible residents
and a priest from a temple in
Davangere district. Manjunath
thought that under the lockdown,
temples which are locked may not
attract any notice of residents of this
village, besides the incident will only
come to public notice once lockdown
measures are eased. "Hence, they

decided to carry out digging after performing 'homa-havana' (offerings
poured in sacred fire while chanting
vedic Mantras) on intermediate night
of Friday-Saturday," a police officer
said.However, due to the gang's bad
luck, the temple was opened on
Saturday morning, when lockdown
norms were eased, the digging discov-

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch demands
patent waiver for Covid vaccines

ered, and the priest of this temple
lodged a complaint.
"Within 24 hours of the complaint
being lodged, we arrested all seven,"
police said, adding that that there
were enough clues to prove that the
treasure hunt was the handiwork of
locals. A case has been registered and
investigations are on.

105-YEAR-OLD MAN
BEATS COVID IN
ASSAM

Thiruvananthapuram|Agencies

R

SS affiliate Swadeshi Jagran Manch
(SJM) on Sunday demanded that
patents on Covid-19 vaccines be
waived.
Ranjit Karthikeyan, Kerala state convenor
of SJM, said in a statement that several countries including India and South Africa had
demanded removal of patents in the production of Covid vaccine and so this is the time to
act.He said that the webinar organised by the
Kerala unit of the SJM saw huge participation
and had facilities for people to vent their
opinion in the platform.
Karthikeyan said that the idea was to put
pressure regarding providing the vaccine
technical knowhow without any patent
threads to all the countries irrespective of the
status of whether they are poor, underdeveloped or developing nations.The SJM convenor said that India and South Africa had in
October 2020 petitioned the World Health
Organisation that the patent for the Covid-19

vaccine be removed and 57 countries in the
world had pledged support.He said that
speakers in the webinar deliberated that the
WHO could not take a concrete decision on
removal of the patent due to the stiff resistance of the powerful lobby of global vaccine
manufacturing companies.Karthikeyan said
that the webinar is the first of several agitations and campaigns that the organization
will be conducting in the days to come against
the continuance of Covid -19 vaccine patent.

Guwahati: A centenarian in
Assam has recovered from
Covid-19 and was discharged
from the Gauhati Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH)
on Sunday.
The GMCH, in a tweet, said:
"105 yrs old Samed Ali, hailing
from Dhubri, defeated COVID
and is discharged from
Superspeciality Covid Hospital,
GMCH today."
A GMCH doctor said that Ali
was admitted to the hospital at
the beginning of the month and
successfully beat the dreaded
disease.The GMCH
Superintendent and other doctors associated with Ali's treatment were not available over
phone to know the other details
about the patient.

Three suspected cattle lifters
hacked to death in Tripura
Agartala|Agencies

T

hree suspected cattle lifters
were hacked to death by a
mob in western Tripura's
Khowai district on Sunday, police
said.
Khowai district Superintendent of
police Kiran Kumar said that the
three suspected cattle lifters after
"stealing five cattle" trying to run
away in a car but the villagers at
North Maharanipur apprehended
them when the vehicle dashed
against a coconut tree and then
they were severely roughed up.
"One person died on the spot
while other two died at the government-run Govind Ballabh Pant
Medical College and Hospital in
Agartala," Kumar told reporter.
The slain suspected cattle lifters
were identified as Jayed Hossain,
28, Billal Mia, 30, Saiful Islam,
8,and all the three hailed from bor-

dering Sonamura areas under
Sepehahijala district. Police have

registered a case and probing the
incident.

he National Human
Rights Commission
(NHRC) has issued a
notice to the J&K government in connection with the
case of a writer and poet
gunned down by the
Pakistani militants in 1990.
Daily Excelsior reported
that the notice has been
served through its Chief
Secretary asking it to furnish
the additional/complete
report regarding the complaint filed by Rajinder
Premi, son of martyr
Sarwanand Koul Premi, a
well known writer and poet,
who was gunned down along
with his younger son,
Ravinder Koul on May 1,
1990 by Pakistani militants
who also looted all the valuables and cash lying in the
house.
The family has also
demanded ex-gratia and
compensation for looted and
damaged property besides
return of house hold goods
kept in the custody of local
Auqaf Committee and fulfillment of all promises made
by the government with the
family of martyr which it has

failed to do till date, the
report said.
In his complaint, Rajinder
Premi has demanded identification and arrest of killers
of Sarwanand Koul Premi, a
well known writer, thinker,
poet and social activist and
his son who were gunned
down on May 1 in 1990 by
the militants terrorists after
kidnapping them from their
residence in Soaf Shalli,
Kokernag on April 28 night of
1990 and whose bodies were
thrown on road side near

Pool party at Gurugram
farmhouse: 15 arrested
The Gurugram police have
arrested 15 people for
allegedly partying at a
farmhouse in Bhondsi
area here in violation of
curbs imposed to fight
Covid-19, officials said on
Sunday.
Gurugram|Agencies

A

ccording to the police, acting
on a tip off about a pool party
being organised at the Green
Orchid farmhouse, the arrests were
made.They were identified as

TWO INJURED IN
BOMB BLAST IN
BIHAR'S SIWAN
Patna: Two
persons,
including an
infant, were
seriously
injured after a
crude bomb
exploded in Bihar's Siwan
district on Sunday, police
said. The incident, occurring in Judkan village under
Hussainganj police station
around 11 a.m., was the
fourth such incident in
Bihar in the last one month.
There had been blasts in
Banka, Araria, and
Darbhanga district earlier.
The injured were identified as Vinod Manjhi, 28,
and his son Satyam Manjhi,
2. Both of them were taken
to Sadar hospital, Siwan,
from where, doctors, after
primary treatment, referred
them to Patna Medical
College and Hospital
(PMCH) as their condition
was said to be serious.

Rizwan, Muhammed Ahsan,
Muhammed Salman, Muhammed
Shadab, Shahnawaz, Dil Nawaz,
Arshad Ansari, Salauddin, Asif,
Amir, Akhtar Raza, Muhammed
Saadulah, Muhammed Adil and
Imran.
"It was a birthday-turned pool
party at the Green Orchid farmhouse in Bhondsi area. Fourteen
people from Delhi were present
there. Most of the party attendees
are studying or working in Delhi,"
said Jagbir Singh, station house
officer (SHO), Bhondsi police station.
Police said that the caretaker of
the farmhouse, Ravi, has been also

Team Absolute|New Delhi

C

corona victims. What our rulers and politicians
could not do was fulfilled by the spirit of human
sympathy created due to corona," he said.
The Jamiat chief also said that from the print and

electronic media to social media, it was being said
that the epidemic had united all Indians and "torn
down the wall of hatred that sectarian parties and
organisations had built between them for their

apprehended, while the operators
Parvesh Rathi and Sandeep who
had managed to escape, are also
being traced.
"Action will be taken against
them as well," Singh added.
Police said, according to Covid
guidelines, swimming pools are yet
to open.
"They had violated the pandemic
as well as the night curfew protocols," he said.
They were booked under Indian
Penal Code (IPC) sections 188, and
51(b) of the Disaster Management
Act, 2005 at the Bhondsi police station. However, all the arrested have
been released on police bail.

Photo of man shielding studying
daughter goes viral on Father's Day
Sullia (Karnataka)|Agencies

A

photograph of a girl attending her
online class amid heavy rains as her
father stands besides holding an
umbrella over her has gone viral on social
media in Karnataka on Father's Day.
This photograph highlights multiple issues,
including the various hardships that students,
especially from rural areas, undergo to attend
online classes.
Though this photograph was taken on June
15, it has gone viral on Father's Day (June 20).
Many social users shared this picture on their
timeline and have shared some or the other
similar experience with their parents.
Shot in Ballaka, a remote village in Sullia
taluk in Dakshina Kannada district, the photo
shows Narayana holding an umbrella over his
daughter, a class 10 student as she attends her
online classes for the state board (Secondary
School Leaving Certificate).
This picture was clicked by Mahesh
Puchchappady, a journalist and All India
Areca Growers Association's General
Secretary, and shared on Twitter.
In his pinned tweet on June 15, he said that
the girl comes to the same place around 4

p.m. every day, adding that in rural areas, students are attending online classes like this,
because of mobile network issue and "heavy
rain also".
Puchchappady said that this is a common
sight in Mangaluru-Sullia-Guthigar-Kamila
where one can find students sitting outside
their homes to attend classes, as cell phone
connectivity has always been an issue in hilly
regions - especially those villages situated on
either side of Western Ghats.
The network issues were also highlighted in
a recent Unicef India report, titled 'Rapid
assessment of learning during school closures
in the context of Covid-19: Findings from a
rapid assessment covering nearly 6,000 parents, adolescents and teachers across six
states in India', which highly recommended
that governments to refocus on creating content for children.
"Wherever internet is an issue, the governments must focus on developing light Apps
that can easily operate on 2G network also
which will ensure that students who are
deprived of online classes, can pick up from
these light learning Apps," the report, released
in May, stated.

'Hate crimes' increase when elections
approach, says Jamiat chief
iting alleged incidents of mob lynchings at
Haryana's Mewat, UP's Loni and some other
places, Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind President
Maulana Arshad Madani on Sunday said that cases
of hate increase when elections are around.
"People of a certain ideology started targeting
unarmed Muslims on the basis of their religious
identity. Even the elders are not being forgiven,
their beards are being cut. It is unfortunate that the
miscreants did this to the elders to spread religious
hatred which is regrettable," he said, in a statement.
"This truth has been fully exposed... the general
opinion and tendency is that whenever an election
is approaching, all of a sudden, a certain section of
the society is engaged in fanning the flames of sectarianism and religious hatred," Maulana Madani
said. He said that some time ago, when the second
wave of corona was killing humans, people were
helping each other, irrespective of their religion,
cast and creed. "Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and
Christians were all coming together to help the

Anantnag town of Kashmir
valley bearing the marks of
complete torture.
In its recent notice to J&K
government, the NHRC has
taken serious exception that
the report from the office of
Chief Secretary J&K is still
awaited and it has failed to
submit the report to
Commission so far about the
complaint of the terrorism
affected family regarding
government apathy to its
plight in erstwhile State of
J&K, the report said.

political interests"."Then every peace-loving citizen
of the country breathed a sigh of relief but as the
elections approached, the game of hatred started
once again," he said.Noting that the corona epidemic has exposed the "grim reality of development", he said: "When we could not provide oxygen
to the people, thousands of people died due to lack
of oxygen. Many people did not get hospital beds,
and some who got beds, they could not get the
medicines they needed."
"If ours soul do not awake even after this, and if
we continue to play the game of religious extremism and hatred, it is the sign of disappointment," he
added.He lamented that those who spread hatred
and violence in the country are not caught, but
some people sit on TV channels and defend them.
"In the light of this, it is clear that these extremists
have some kind of political backing. That is why the
police are so nervous to arrest them. Therefore, the
mischievous gangs who carry out mob lynchings
commit fearless and dangerous acts of terror
because they believe that their patrons are in
power," he claimed.

TELANGANA MINISTER
ESCAPES UNHURT IN
ACCIDENT
Hyderabad: Telangana
Finance Minister T. Harish Rao
escaped unhurt when his convoy
of vehicles met with an accident
in Siddipet district on Sunday
night.Vehicles in the minister's
convoy collided with each other
when the security vehicle leading
the convoy had to apply sudden
brakes to avoid hitting some wild
pigs, police said.
The incident occurred near
Nagula Banda when the minister
was returning to Hyderabad from
Siddipet.Harish Rao and his aides
escaped unhurt. The cars in
which the minister and his security guards were travelling suffered some damage in the collision.The accident occurred when
the driver of the pilot vehicle
applied brakes as some wild pigs
suddenly came on to the road.
Harish Rao reached Hyderabad
in another car. On learning about
the incident, Chief Minister K.
Chandrasekhar Rao called up the
minister and enquired about his
well-being.Earlier in the day,
Harish Rao, along with the Chief
Minister, had attended an official
programme in Siddipet.
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maharashtra
'MVA formed for five years:'

CONGRESS REAFFIRMS DESIRE
TO GO SOLO IN FUTURE POLLS
We formed the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA-in 2019) for five years to stop the BJP. This is a not a permanent fixture. Every
party has the right to strengthen its organisation and the Congress has always given priority to providing relief to
Covid-19 affected people by making available blood, oxygen and plasma at various places," Maharashtra Congress
president Nana Patole said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Maharashtra Congress on
Sunday said that its Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) alliance with Shiv
Sena and NCP was formed for a period of five years and is not a permanent fixture.
"We formed the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA-in 2019) for five years to
stop the BJP. This is a not a permanent fixture. Every party has the right
to strengthen its organisation and the
Congress has always given priority to
providing relief to Covid-19 affected
people by making available blood,

oxygen and plasma at various places,"
Maharashtra Congress president
Nana Patole said.
Patole's remarks come amid some
tensions between the Congress and
Shiv Sena after the former indicated
that it may contest the next assembly
elections in Maharashtra alone.
The remarks did not go down well
with senior ally Shiv Sena, with chief
minister Uddhav Thackeray and party
leader Sanjay Raut taking a dig at
Congress.Thackeray, who is also the
Shiv Sena president, had on Saturday
said that people would "beat those
with footwear" who only talk about

contesting polls alone without offering solutions to people's problems.
All political parties should keep
ambitions aside and focus on economy and health, the CM had said.
Earlier on Sunday, Shiv Sena leader
Sanjay Raut said that those who want
to contest the polls on their own are
free to do so.
"Shiv Sena has fought political battles on its own. There may be
allainces in polls but battles are
fought on one's own. Be it an issue
related to the prestige of Maharashtra
or the existence of Shiv Sena, if we
have to fight (for it) we will fight,"

added the Shiv Sena MP said.
Reacting to Thackeray's remarks,
Patole said it was not clear whom the
Maharashtra chief minister was referring to.Even the BJP has spoken of
contesting elections independently,
Patole said, noting that previously all
the four parties - Congress, NCP, BJP
and Shiv Sena had contested local
bodies and Assembly polls independently.
The Shiv Sena had formed a government with ideologically different
Congress and NCP after breaking its
alliance with the BJP following the
2019.

Former minister Sunil Deshmukh quits BJP, joins Congress on Rahul Gandhi's birthday
the state Youth Congress unit. He was also the
Minister of State (Finance) in the 2004
Congress-Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) government.Patole dubbed Deshmukh as a "prize
catch."Former NCP MLA from Tirora constituency DilipBansode and 18 BJP corporators
from Amravati municipality too joined the
Congress on Saturday.
"Along with Dr Sunil Deshmukh, 18 BJP
Corporators from and Ex NCP MLA from Tirora
constituency DilipBansode joined Congress at
Maharashtra Congress headquarters," Aditya
Goswami, a member of Congress party tweeted.
However, a letter written by the AICC general
secretary in-charge of the organisation, KC
Venugopal, stated that Rahul would not be celebrating his birthday this year and asked party
leaders not to print posters or organise any such
events on June 19.

FormerMaharashtra minister Sunil
Deshmukh quit the BJP and rejoined
Congress to mark Rahul Gandhi's
birthday on Saturday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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ormer Maharashtra minister Sunil
Deshmukh on Saturday quit the BJP and
joined the Congress at Maharashtra
Congress headquarters to mark Rahul Gandhi's
birthday.
Sunil Deshmukh, who had left Congress in
2014, rejoined the party in the presence of
Maharashtra Congress chief Nana Patole and All
India Congress Committee (AICC) General
Secretary HK Patil.Deshmukh was in the
Congress until 2014 and was once the head of

Bank of Maharashtra tops PSU bank
chart in MSME loan growth in FY21
State-owned Bank of Maharashtra
(BoM) has become top performer
among public sector lenders in terms
of retail and MSME loan growth during 2020-21.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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tate-owned Bank of Maharashtra (BoM)
has become top performer among public sector lenders in terms of retail and
MSME loan growth during 2020-21.
The Pune-based lender recorded a 35 per
cent growth in MSME loans at Rs 23,133 crore
in 2020-21, according to the BoM data.
It was followed by the Chennai-based
Indian Bank which posted a 15.22 per cent
growth in loan disbursal to MSMEs with
aggregate loans at Rs 70,180 crore at the end
of March 2021.
When it came to loans to retail, BoM with
nearly 25.61 per cent growth was ahead of

even the country's largest lender State Bank
of India, which recorded 16.47 per cent rise.
However, in absolute terms SBI's asset
base to retail segment was a whopping 30
times higher at Rs 8.70 lakh crore as against
Rs 28,651 crore of BoM.Bank of Baroda
increased its retail loan portfolio by 14.35 per
cent to Rs 1.20 lakh crore during the last fiscal
year, the data showed.For the full year 202021, BoM's standalone net profit jumped nearly 42 per cent to Rs 550.25 crore. In the previous year, the profit was Rs 388.58 crore. The
bank's asset quality improved significantly as
the gross bad loans or gross Non-Performing
Assets (NPAs) dipped to 7.23 per cent of gross
advances by the end of March 2021 as against
12.81 per cent by the same period of 2020.
In absolute terms, gross bad loans stood at
Rs 7,779.68 crore at the end of March 2021,
lower than Rs 12,152.15 crore recorded in the
year-ago period. Net NPAs came down to 2.48
per cent (Rs 2,544.32 crore) from 4.77 per
cent (Rs 4,145.38 crore).

Fiveof the seven cases of Deltaplus variants were reported from
Ratnagiri, where the positivity
rate is 13.7 percent as compared
to the state's average of 5.8
percent.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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t least seven cases of Delta-plus variant
have been found in samples collected
from Maharashtra's Ratnagiri, Navi
Mumbai and Palghar while more samples
have been sent for genome sequencing to
understand if the variant is dominant or scattered.
A report in The Indian Express said the new
variant is formed by mutation in the Delta
(B.1.617.2) variant, and it is currently a "variant of interest", and hasn't been classified as a
"variant of concern" yet.Experts in
Maharashtra have warned that Delta plus
variant might be the reason behind a third
wave of Covid-19 and could take active caseload up to eight lakh and 10 per cent of them
could be children.
Experts further said the mutation in the
virus's spike protein facilitates entry into
human host cells. While the new strain has
better "immune-escaping mechanism", it is
being researched its transmissibility, virulence and whether the mutant is resistant to
the monoclonal antibody cocktail treatment.
"We found Delta-plus in Navi Mumbai,
Palghar and Ratnagiri. After that, we sent
more samples, but final reports are awaited,"
Dr TP Lahane, Director of the Directorate of
Medical Education and Research (DMER)
reportedly said.
It is pertinent to note that while the cases
are falling in the state, Western Maharashtra
districts, including Kolhapur, Sindhudurg,
Raigad, Ratnagiri, Satara and Sangli have
reported a consistently high number of Covid19 cases and positivity rate.
Five of the seven cases of Delta-plus variants were reported from Ratnagiri, where the
positivity rate is 13.7 percent as compared to
the state's average of 5.8 percent.
Meanwhile in Ratnagiri, Dr Sanghamitra
Gawde, civil surgeon, said they have immediately created containment zones and sealed

entire villages. In two cases, the infected people had no symptoms.Dr Gawde adds, "The
villages where we found the Delta-plus variant also have people who travel abroad frequently. The infected case in question though
has no travel history."
The Covid-19 task force in the state made a
presentation to chief minister Uddhav
Thackeray on Wednesday, where they voiced
their concern. "The Delta plus variant could
stoke the third wave in Maharashtra. It could
spread at double the rate," said an official during the presentation.
According to the projection, if a third wave
caused by Delta Plus hits the state, the number will be the highest. The projection is worrisome also because many people will be
completely vaccinated by that time.
The first case of Delta plus variant was
reported in Bhopal in Madhya Pradesh. The
patient is a 65-year-old woman and her condition is stable.
Maharashtra on Saturday reported 8,912
fresh COVID-19 cases and 257 fatalities, taking the tally to 59,63,420 and the toll to
1,17,356, the state Health department said.
Earlier on March 8, the state had recorded
8,744 cases, it said.
Of the 257 deaths, 193 had occurred in the
last 48 hours while 64 in the last week.
Another 425 fatalities were added to the
state's cumulative toll as part of the ongoing
data reconciliation exercise, which increased
the overall count by 682 compared to the previous day. With 10,373 patients getting discharged during the day, the tally of recoveries
in Maharashtra reached 57,10,356, leaving the
state with 1,32,597 active cases, the department said.

Thematter was discussed
on Friday in a meeting held
by Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray to review major
infrastructure projects.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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HE MUMBAI Metropolitan
Regional Development
Authority (MMRDA) is examining the possibility of constructing a
Metro corridor on the Mumbai Trans
Harbour Link (MTHL) road, which
will connect the southern part of the
city to Navi Mumbai.
The matter was discussed on Friday
in a meeting held by Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray to review major
infrastructure projects.
The MTHL project - the country's
largest proposed sea link - is a 21.8km long six-lane road bridge that is

The event, which was held between 5 pm
and 7 pm on Saturday, was attended by
over 500 persons, as per police's preliminary estimate. While social distancing
norms were blatantly violated, many workers were also seen not wearing masks.
Team Absolute|Pune
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DELTA-PLUS VARIANT REPORTED FROM MAHARASHTRA,
EXPERTS WARN MUTATION COULD RESULT IN THIRD WAVE

MMRDA examines possibility of constructing Metro corridor on MTHL

being built between Sewri in Mumbai
and Chirle in Navi Mumbai. While the
project was envisaged about 35 years
ago, three attempts in 2006, 2007 and
2013 by the government to start work
in various modes did not
succeed.Currently, 35-40 per cent of
the work on MTHL is complete. The
project is expected to be completed by
September 2023.Urban Development
Minister Eknath Shinde, Mumbai

CASE AGAINST NCP LEADERS FOR COVID RULES VIOLATION
criminal offence case has been registered
against several leaders of Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) after the inauguration
of party's new central office in Pune, attended by
senior NCP leader and Deputy Chief Minister Ajit
Pawar, witnessed a large crowd in violation of existing Covid-19 norms on Saturday.NCP's new central

Mumbai, Monday, June 21, 2021

office located at Annabhau Sathe Chowk at Dengle
Bridge was inaugurated on Saturday evening in the
presence of Pawar, several local leaders and a large
number of party workers.Later, Pawar apologised

and said that appropriate action will be initiated
against the persons concerned. According to police,
Mahesh Hande, a leader of NCP's youth wing, had
sought a permission from Shivajinagar police station to organise the event and for use of loudspeakers. While the permission was granted, police had
categorically instructed the organisers to adhere to
all the Covid norms. Hande, at the time getting the
permission, had orally assured that 100 to 150 persons will attend the ceremony, said Nilima Pawar,
Senior Inspector, Shivajinagar police station.
However, the event, which was held between 5 pm
and 7 pm on Saturday, was attended by over 500
persons, as per police's preliminary estimate. While
social distancing norms were blatantly violated,
many workers were also seen not wearing masks,
police officials said.

Suburban Guardian Minister and
Tourism Minister Aaditya Thackeray,
Additional Chief Secretary to CM
Ashish Kumar Singh, Principal
Secretary Vikas Kharge, Principal
Secretary (Urban Development)
Bhushan Gagrani and MMRDA
Commissioner Srinivasan attended
Friday's meeting. A source said that
MMRDA Chief S V R Shrinivas suggested in the meeting that the possi-

bility of a Metro line on MTHL should
be examined. "Thackeray responded
positively and accordingly, the
MMRDA is now exploring the possibility," the source added.When contacted, Shrinivas said they are examining whether it will be possible to
build a Metro corridor on the sea link.
"There will be no need for extra
construction on MTHL for the Metro
line, as we will just have to add tracks.
Already, Worli-Sewri underground
Metro corridor is being constructed.
The Sewri Metro station will connect
MTHL, thereby linking it to Navi
Mumbai," said an official.
Another official said the plan would
ease pressure on other modes of
transport. "A Metro line on MTHL will
be very useful… it will become a
major public transport system for
commuters who travel from Raigad,
Navi Mumbai and Pune to south
Mumbai," the official said.

Second FIR in Mumbai vaccine scam, 150 employees
of production house get jab but no certificates
A second FIR has
been lodged in
the Mumbai vaccine scam in
which 150
employees of a
film production
house were given
the Covishield
vaccine but no
certificates.
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umbai's Versova
Police on Saturday
registered a second
FIR in an alleged scam of vaccination of the employees of a
film production house in the
city. The fraud was conducted
by the same group that duped
residents of the Hiranandani
Estate Society in Mumbai. On
May 29, 150 employees and
family members of Matchbox
Pictures were given their first

NGO whips up ready-to-cook food kits for tribals, migrants
The Association for Nutrition and
Development Action (ANNADA) has
launched 'ready-to-cook', nutritional food
packets with long shelf-life for migrants,
and deprived communities or tribals,
especially those in isolated or inaccessible areas, to survive for several days.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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s the country battles the 15-month long
Covid-19 pandemic, a Mumbai NGO has
come up with a unique mass-feeding solution that is bringing succor to the poor tribals in
remote areas or even to the jobless migrants displaced during the series of lockdowns.
The Association for Nutrition and Development
Action (ANNADA) has launched 'ready-to-cook',
nutritional food packets with long shelf-life for
migrants, and deprived communities or tribals,
especially those in isolated or inaccessible areas,
to survive for several days.
"In rural tribal belts, people are spread out in
small clusters across long distances with limited
access to food, making the situation extremely
complex and a logistical nightmare… This is how
we came up with an innovative approach to solve
the problem and take adequate nutrition to the

neediest families,"
ANNADA Lead
(Communications
& Partnerships),
SatyenMelwani,
told IANS.
Citing statistics,
ANNADA's
Programme Head
Alvin D'Souza
said that around
200 million people go to bed hungry in India daily,
and natural disasters add another
30 million each
year.
"The pandemic
has doubled this
number, bringing another 230 million below the
poverty line and virtually at the doorstep of starvation. At ANNADA, we have tried to create a
model that can provide hunger relief in these difficult times," D'Souza said.
After careful research, the NGO went about
developing a wide variety of universally acceptable food-mixes -- tasty, nutritious, fortified with
minerals and vitamins and easy to transport to
different communities, ranging from a simple 'dal-

khichdi' of north
India to the 'bisibellebhaat' of
south India.
"We created the
food mixes with
ingredients
sources only from
FSSAI-certified
vendors,
processed them in
an ISO-approve
facility, and safely
packed and distributed them
with the support
of our empanelled
logistics partners,"
said Melwani.
D'Souza said
these food kits are easy to store with a minimum
90-day long shelf-life, and can be cooked with
minimal skills, simply by adding water and boiling
before consumption.
Each ANNADA ration kit contains 5 kg of food
materials comprising dal-khichdi, multi-grain
khichdi, masala daliya, dal and soya or jaggery
chunks to enhance the protien and iron content,
covering the bulk of the nutritional needs of any
individual.

Distributed under its flagship programme, 'No
One Sleeps Hungry', each packet, costing around
Rs 1,150, can easily feed a four-member family for
10 days, informed Melwani.ANNADA Director
Deepak Soni said that during the first phase of the
pandemic, the NGO had disbursed around 17 lakh
ready-to-cook meals in less than a month to
around 17,000 families, and in the second wave,
the target is to distribute 30 lakh meals to 30,000
families by June-end.
The trio explained that using a collaborative
approach with 11 partners, the six-year-old NGO's
ground network identified and reached out to the
neediest communities without duplication of
services.So far, we have sent these food-kits to farflung rural communities such as tribals, migrants
and daily wagers across Thane, Raigad, Palghar,
Jalna and Osmanabad, rag-pickers and transgender communities, differently-abled and homeless
people in the urban centres like Mumbai, Thane,
Nashik and even Ahmedabad," said Soni.
"We have impacted almost 700,000 people,
reduced cases of malnutrition in children below
six years of age and pregnant/lactating mothers by
at least 50 per cent across our mother and child
health and nutrition projects," D'Souza claimed.
The NGO is now getting requests from all over
India for such ready-to-cook food packets for
which it has appealed for donations from people,
philanthropists and corporates.

shot of Covishield vaccine.
This vaccination drive was
also conducted by the same
group of people who conducted the fake drive at Kandivali's
Hiranandani Estate Society.
"We have registered an FIR.
Accused are the same as
those arrested by Kandivali
police station. We will take
their custody once the investigation by Kandivali Police is
over," said a senior official
from Versova police station.
Kandivali Police has till now
arrested four accused in the
Hiranandani case.According
to the complaint, the vaccine
beneficiaries weren't given
any vaccination certificates
even after they received the
jabs.
The accused told them that
due to a backlog, their certificates would be issued a week
later. The beneficiaries soon
got worried because none of
them experienced any symptoms following the jab.An FIR
was registered at the Versova
police station under Sections
268 (public nuisance), 270
(malignant act which is likely
to spread infection of any disease dangerous to life), 274
(adulteration of drugs), 275
(sale of adulterated drugs),
419 (cheating by personation), 420 (cheating), 465
(forgery) and relevant sections of IT Act and Epidemic
Diseases Act. Senior
Inspector of Versova police
station Siraaj Inamdar confirmed the development.

madhya pradesh
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MP LAUNCHES COVID-19 'VACCINATION
MAHAABHIYAN' ON YOGA DAY
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan on
Sunday announced that the state would start
a 'Vaccination Mahaabhiyan,' on the occasion
of International Yoga Day, on Monday.
Team Absolute|Bhopal
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n an attempt to prevent severe COVID-19 situation and a possible third-wave, Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan on Sunday announced
that the state would start a Vaccination
Mahaabhiyan, on the occasion of International
Yoga Day, on Monday.The initiative is yet another
bid by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government to increase the vaccination coverage in the
state where daily cases of the coronavirus disease
(Covid-19) are on a downward slide.
He also mentioned that the state government
aims at vaccinating over 10 lakh people at its centres tomorrow itself."We have decided to start a
`Vaccination Mahaabhiyan` tomorrow, on the
occasion of International Yoga Day. 7,000 centres
have been set up, an effort will be made to vaccinate over 10 lakh people at these centres tomor-

row itself," he said.
"It is important that we take precautionary
steps timely (before the possible third wave) to
avoid the kind of havoc the second wave of the
pandemic had," he added. The Chief Minister
requested all residents to come forward and participate in the drive.
He also urged the people to not believe in the
myths associated with the vaccine and to rather
consider the scientific facts.Madhya Pradesh on
Saturday recorded 110 new cases of Covid-19 and
30 related fatalities that took the tally of infections
to 7,89,174 and death toll to 8,737, according to
state health department.
At least 365 patients were discharged from hospitals in 24-hour span, taking the count of recoveries to 7,77,995.The toll in Bhopal stands at 972,
while Indore has recorded 1,375 fatalities so far.
With this, Indore has 438 active cases, while

Scindia urges union minister to allot
fund for Gwalior-Sheopur rail project
 The work is related to the conversion of a rail line from narrow
gauge to broad gauge in the
Gwalior-Sheopur section, where
train operations are closed since
March 2020.

 In Bhopal, petrol
price breached all
previous records at
?105.43/litre, while
diesel price
touched
?96.65/litre. Petrol
prices have already
crossed ?100 per
litre in Mumbai and
Bangalore, while it
is nearing the century mark in Delhi.
Diesel prices have
also seen a similar
rise, inching closer
to ?100 mark
across cities.
Team Absolute|Bhopal
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fter maintaining a
steady price for a day,
petrol and diesel prices
today have increased again,
breaching the ?100/litre
mark in Bhopal. Petrol prices
have already crossed ?100
per litre in Mumbai and

Bangalore, while it is nearing
the century mark in Delhi.
Diesel prices have also seen
a similar rise, inching closer
to ?100/litre across cities.
Fuel prices have been on
the upward trajectory for
almost 50 days now, burning
a hole in the commuters'
pockets. In Delhi, petrol and
diesel prices per litre
touched ?97.22/litre and
?87.97/litre respectively.
Petrol price mounted to

R

He said this rail track is the lifeline for lakhs
of citizens of Gwalior, Morena and Sheopur
districts and the closure of train operations
has been creating problems for them.
"Therefore, you are requested to kindly
approve the necessary budget for the change
of gauge, so that the work on the said railway
section can be completed expeditiously and
the operation of passenger trains can be
resumed," Scindia said.

?103.36 per litre in Mumbai,
while diesel costs
?95.44/litre. In Bangalore,
petrol is ?100.47/litre and
diesel is selling at ?93.26 per
litre. In Bhopal, petrol price
breached all previous
records at ?105.43/litre, while
diesel price touched
?96.65/litre. Meanwhile, in
Patna petrol is a feather away
from the century mark at
?99.28/litres and diesel costs
?93.30/litre.

State gets 94pc excess rainfall in June
Team Absolute|Bhopal

 The south-west
monsoon arrived
in east Madhya
Pradesh on June
10, seven days
ahead of its
schedule and
covered the entire
state by
Saturday, G D
Mishra, senior
meteorologist at
the IMD's Bhopal
office said.
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ajya Sabha member JyotiradityaScindia
has written a letter to Railway Minister
Piyush Goyal, saying a broad gauge rail
project in Madhya Pradesh has been stalled
as only Rs 25 crore were allotted for it in the
last Railway Budget against the work cost of
around Rs 3,000 crore.
The work is related to the conversion of a
rail line from narrow gauge to broad gauge in
the Gwalior-Sheopur section, where train
operations are closed since March 2020, the
parliamentarian from MP pointed out in his
letter dated June 19.
"The Ministry of Railways had approved
this project in FY 2012-13. The tender process
has been completed. The project costs around
Rs 3000 crore, but the work could not move
forward as only Rs 25 crore were allotted for it
in the last Railway Budget," Scindia said.

Bhopal has 851 patients undergoing treatment, an
official of the health department said, adding that
Madhya Pradesh now has 2,442 active cases.
Of 52 districts in the state, 22 districts did not
record a single new case in the last 24 hours,
according to the health department.
With the addition of 71,543 swab samples tested during the day, the total number of tests conducted in Madhya Pradesh has reached over 1.13
crore.

Petrol Price Crosses Rs 105/Litre in Bhopal
After Hitting Century in Mumbai, Bangalore

adhya Pradesh has received
94 per cent more rainfall than
average so far since June 1
this year, an official of the India
Meteorological Department said on
Sunday.
The south-west monsoon arrived in
east Madhya Pradesh on June 10 seven days ahead of its schedule -and covered the entire state by
Saturday, G D Mishra, senior meteorologist at the IMD's Bhopal office said.
The state has received 94 per cent
more rainfall than normal from June 1
till date, he said. Some parts of MP
received heavy rains since the onset of
the monsoon, but the state has not
recorded extremely heavy showers so
far, he said.As per the weather pattern
prevailing right now, very heavy rainfall is unlikely in the state for a week,
he said. All 20 districts in east MP
have so far received more rainfall than
normal, while 10 out of total 31 districts in west MP have received below
normal downpour, he said.
This month, Singrauli in east MP
has received 441 per cent more rainfall than normal, while in west MP,

Hoshangabad received 211 per cent
more showers than normal, he said.
Dhar in west MP recorded 69 per cent
less rainfall than normal.

The moderate showers that lasted
for a long period helped farmers to
sow their crops, the official said,
adding that such rain water seeps into

the ground and gets accumulated in
reservoirs fast, as against the water
from heavy downpour which gets
washed away.

Take a pledge to do yoga everyday on Yoga Day

Vaccination Maha Abhiyan:

yoga everyday - be healthy
CMMAKING ALL-ROUND EFFORTS OF TO GARNER PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE CAMPAIGN Doand
happy: CM Chouhan
I
C
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n order to completely protect the people of the state from
corona infection, a vaccination campaign will be run in
Madhya Pradesh on June 21. The target is to vaccinate 10
lakh people on the first day of the campaign. To achieve the
target, 7000 vaccination centers have been set up in 52 districts of the state. All the preparations for the vaccination
starting from 10 am have been completed. A festive atmosphere will be created at all the vaccine centers, in which
apart from welcoming the person who has come to get vaccinated with tilak, they will also publicize their bite in social
media, so that others can be encouraged for vaccination.
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has appealed to all
sections to make the Vaccination Maha Abhiyan a success
that everyone should come forward with self-motivation for
the safety of human life and ensure their participation in the
Maha Abhiyan. With the poignant appeal of Chouhan, all
sections of the state have come forward unitedly. Members
of the Council of Ministers including the Chief Minister, MPs,
MLAs, heads of various social institutions including public
representatives of urban and rural areas, religious leaders, litterateurs, intellectuals and dignitaries appealed to the public
to get the vaccine in their respective areas on social media.
Have started doing this, due to which the common people
are getting inspired.
In order to make the vaccination campaign a success,
Chouhan has been doing virtual dialogues with different sections for the last one week. Along with the officials of the
administrative and health departments, they are also reviewing the arrangements and arrangements for vaccination. In
this sequence, the members of the State Council of Ministers
are also doing the work of motivating the people with the
arrangements in their respective districts.

On the first day of the campaign, simultaneous vaccination
will start at 7 thousand vaccine centers. Prominent persons
will be present at each center as vaccination motivator.
Vaccination promoters will be well-known personalities of
the society. Such as ministers, legislators, other public representatives, members of the Crisis Management Group, religious leaders, social workers, artists, sportspersons, littera-

teurs, journalists, analysts, Padma award winning teachers
and officials will be vaccination motivators. Vaccination
motivators invited in the Maha Abhiyan will inaugurate the
vaccination by lighting the lamp and will welcome the people who have got the vaccine by applying tilak on their forehead.
The participation of all sections is being ensured in the
Maha Abhiyan. Celebrities who have been invited as vaccine
motivators. The video of his appeal to the general public will
be released on social media a day before the campaign. To
ensure public participation in the vaccination campaign, all
ministers, MPs, MLAs, public representatives of urban and
rural areas, district, block, village and ward level crisis management committees, MP. Various social organizations and
social workers including Jan-Abhiyan Parishad, Corona
Volunteers, religious leaders have been added.
Arrangements for tea, water and meeting have also been
ensured at the vaccination centres. After getting vaccinated,
the video bytes of the people who have come to the center to
get vaccinated will be taken and it will be circulated on social
media. Selfie points have also been made in the centres. In
order to connect the people in the vaccination campaign,
publicity is being done continuously through various means
of communication, print, electronic and social media.
Vaccination related publicity material will also be available in
all 51 thousand villages of the state.
The vaccination campaign will continue even after June
21. The vaccination centers will be shifted to other places
from the places where the vaccination is completed. More
than one lakh registered Corona Volunteers will play an
active role in the campaign to create public awareness about
Corona. A three-day vaccination campaign will run again on
July 1. In this, awareness tours will be taken out to motivate
the common man.
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hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said
that
'ShariramMadhyamKhaludhar
mSadhanam' that is body is
the medium to follow all religions. The first pleasure is a
healthy body. Keeping the
body healthy, staying healthy,
is necessary to achieve every
goal. If there is any panacea to
keep the body healthy then it is
yoga. Chouhan said this in a
message issued to the people
of the state on the topic of
Wellness and Spiritual
Tourism on the occasion of
International Yoga Day.
Chouhan said that if we do
yoga and pranayama continuously, the body becomes
healthy, the intellect becomes
sharp and we go on becoming
capable. Yoga is thousands of
years old method. Yama,
Niyama, Asana, Pranayama,
Pratyahara, Dhyana, Dharana,
Samadhi are its parts. Even if
we do not talk about Ashtanga
Yoga, then at least do Yogasan
and Pranayama daily.
Chouhan said that due to

the initiative of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, the world is
now taking advantage of yoga.
International Yoga Day is on
June 21. We have to do yoga on
Yoga Day and take a resolution
that we will do yoga every day.
I was hit by corona but it
only touched me because I do
pranayama and yoga
Chief Minister said that I do
yoga, pranayama, yogasan and
surya-namaskar. Therefore, I
work up to 18 hours. I was hit
by corona but it only touched
me. Because I used to do
pranayama and yoga. Yoga,
pranayama strengthen body's
disease resistance power. So
there was no serious infection.
Would not you like to make
your body free from diseases
through yoga?Chouhan
appealed to the people of the
state that do yoga on the
International Yoga Day,
besides include the yoga in
your daily life, make the body
healthy, fit, hale and hearty.
Chief Minister Chouhan said
that our body is a reservoir of
eternal powers. It is necessary
to save these powers and take
them to the right direction.

Vaccination Not only Warranty but also a Guarantee of Protection from CoronaVaccination Not only Warranty but also a Guarantee of Protection from Corona
Team Absolute|Bhopal

T

here is a saying that even the burnt buttermilk of milk is
drunk, but we do not believe that at all. We are those
fools who are not serious about their lives even after
being burnt not once but twice by boiling milk in the form of
corona. Now to save our lives, the government is going to run
vaccination as a campaign. Because it is also true that vaccination is the only guarantee of protection against corona.
These are warranties which are not less than any guarantee
in any form.
After the arrangement of free vaccine by the government,
it is our duty to go out of the house to reach the vaccination
center, get vaccinated and motivate others to go there too.
Also, in a democracy, while the government has its own
responsibilities, we also have some duties. To eliminate corona, we should follow the prescribed corona guide-line.
Vaccination should be done. Everyone should include the
corona guide-line in their lifestyle even after vaccination till
the end of corona.
When Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan started his
fourth innings as Chief Minister, he would probably be the
first Chief Minister after taking oath, who

reachedMantralaya directly from Raj Bhavan. His arrival was
also justified because Madhya Pradesh along with the country and the world was getting severely affected by this

unknown, unknown corona epidemic. Doctors, scientists,
every officer from the top of the state were making their own
speculations to fight this disease. Everyone was trying to
catch the end of this epidemic. Every person was engaged in
fighting Corona according to his work. Or rather, to fight
Corona, was looking for a way to win this battle.
The Prime Minister of the country, Narendra Modi, told
the public his three-point principle of victory over Corona
that first all people should stay at home, second only stay at
home, third only stay at home and people should also leave
all their work and go to their respective cities. Left and went
back to their homes. It was also a challenge in front of
Chouhan to make food arrangements for the families of his
weaker sections fighting the battle with Corona, which he
decided to follow social distancing during the Corona period
along with the procurement of food grains with his selected
officers and employees. Ensured the distribution system of
fee food grains. Through the One Nation-One Ration Card
scheme, free food grains were provided to the laborers of the
state who are living outside the state in the same areas.
This corona has shown everything which we do not want
to even dream of. With only one positive report coming, neither father came to work, nor son came to work, neither

wealth nor fame came, neither religion nor karma worked.
Neither you came to work nor did we come to work. Neither
relationships work nor relatives work. But the truth is that
only the government, doctors, hospitals, volunteers of the
government, corona warriors, police and administration,
who only saw the patient and did their work. Otherwise the
truth was also that after the positive report, the hospital
ambulance in front of the house and a bag of daily use items
in hand and the patient left for the hospital with zero price.
Then neither the family members nor relatives came to meet
them. Maybe they weren't wrong either. The wind was such
that if he had gone, he too would have been hit. If you come
back home after recovering then fine, otherwise in the same
ambulance towards the last journey without relatives in the
hospital.
It has also become very important to remind this truth
because there is a second wave of corona and then in the last
phase. The positivity rate also came down to 0.15 percent.
But the need is that in the next third wave, there should not
be as much misery, chaos as before. Do not allow the third
wave to come even before that condition comes and even if it
comes, no harm should be done. That is why we have to
eliminate Corona at every level on every front.
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Re-infection risk
of Covid variants
mmune response following a coronavirus
infection can vary between individuals and
may not be enough to fight Alpha, and Beta
variant of Covid-19, finds a study reinforcing the
need for vaccination. The study found that people
who produced a weak immune response signature, obtained at one and six months post infection, failed to show any neutralising antibodies
against the Alpha variant, with none mounting a
neutralising antibody response against the Beta
variant. The preprint study was led by University
of Oxford, in collaboration with the Universities
of Liverpool, Sheffield, Newcastle and
Birmingham, suggests that whether it is symptomatic or asymptomatic infection, it does not necessarily protect people long-term from Covid-19,
particularly against new Variants of Concern.
The study examined how the immune system
responds to Covid-19 in 78 healthcare workers
who had experienced either symptomatic or
asymptomatic disease. An additional eight
patients who experienced severe disease were
included for comparison. Blood samples were
taken monthly from 1-6 months post infection to
examine different elements of the immune
response. The report details a highly complex and
variable immune response following Covid-19
infection. The team found an early immune signature, detectable one month post infection and
linked to both cellular and antibody immunity,
which predicted the strength of immune response
measured at six months post infection. This is the
first time that such a signature has been found
and improves understanding of the development
of lasting immunity. While the majority of people
who had symptomatic disease did have measurable immune responses at six months post infection, a significant minority (26 per cent) did not.
The vast majority of people who experienced
asymptomatic disease (92 per cent) did not exhibit a measurable immune response at six months
post infection, the researchers said.
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HOW ANTI-SCIENCE TWEETS COULD
FLAG A COVID OUTBREAK
A

nti-science, partisan tweets like do
not use mask or vaccines are of no
use could flag a Covid outbreak in
a particular region, scientists have
found, a discovery that can help policymakers and public health officials.
If they see anti-science sentiment on
Twitter growing in one region of the
country, they can tailor messages to mitigate distrust of science while also
preparing for a potential disease outbreak.
"Now we can use social media data
for science, to create spatial and temporal maps of public opinions along ideological lines, pro- and anti-science
lines," said Kristina Lerman, lead author
and a professor at the Viterbi School of
Engineering at University of Southern
California."We can also see what topics
are important to these segments of society, and we can plan proactively to prevent disease outbreaks from happening."Resistance to science, including the

efficacy of masks and vaccines, poses a
challenge to conquering the coronavirus crisis.The goal of achieving herd
immunity won't happen until society
achieves consensus about sciencebased solutions.The study's machinelearning assisted analysis of social
media communications offers policymakers and public health officials new
tools to anticipate shifts in attitudes and
proactively respond."We discovered this
entirely from social media data that
gives detailed clues about where

COVID-19 is likely to spread so we can
take preventive measures," said Lerman
in a paper published in the Journal of
Medical Internet Research.The
researchers further parsed the data by
demographics and geography and
tracked it over the three-month study
period.This approach allowed for near
real-time monitoring of partisan and
pseudo-science attitudes that could be
refined in high detail aided by advanced
computing techniques.What emerged is
the ability to track public discourse
around COVID-19 and compare it with
epidemiological outcomes.Perhaps
most encouraging, they discovered that,
even in a highly polarised population,
"the number of pro-science, politically
moderate users dwarfs other ideological
groups, especially anti-science groups."
The results suggest most people are
ready to accept scientific evidence and
trust scientists.

HUNDREDS OF TREES CHOPPED OFF ALONG YAMUNA
Brij Khandelw al

Brij Khandelwal

undreds of trees along the Yamuna river, close to the
Taj Mahal have been chopped off to lay a water
pipeline by the Smart City Corporation Employees.
The trees were cut on Saturday and after a furore on social
media and complaints by the green activists, the police filed
an FIR.
Environmentalist Devashish Bhattacharya said, "This is a
critical eco-sensitive zone. Felling trees would adversely affect
the newly developed green stretch on the controversial Taj
Corridor."Pandit Jugal Kishore of the River Connect Campaign
told IANS: "As soon as we got to know about it we immediately
posted pictures on social media and highlighted the callous
negligence by the government agencies. The furore led to filing
of an FIR at the Chatta police station naming four persons of
the municipal corporation. But the damage has been done."
A new 1200 mm pipeline is being laid to supply Ganga Jal to
Taj Ganj and other distant localities, from the Agra Water
Works at Jeoni Mandi. Almost two thirds of the pipeline has
been laid on the Yamuna Kinara road, while a third is being
laid along the river bank which had a thick growth of trees.
The Agra Municipal Commissioner and other officials visited the site to assess the damage to the green cover late
Saturday evening. The state Forest department officials said
strict action would be taken against the contractors and others
who destroyed the greenery around.
This area between the two world heritage monuments, the
Agra Fort and the Taj Mahal, was being developed as a green
buffer to absorb the pollutants and insulate the monuments

H

from sand of the dry Yamuna.
River Connect Campaigners Rahul Raj, Deepak Rajput,
Ranjan Sharma have demanded immediate restoration of the
green cover and punishment to all those involved in destroying the trees.The controversial Taj Corridor in the neighbourhood, it may be recalled, brought down the Mayawati government in Uttar Pradesh in 2003.For over a decade this 20
hectare stretch of the river bed remained a vast "wasteland"
but for the past two years the state Forest and horticulture
departments have worked hard to transform it into a lush
green area, pleasing to the eyes and an effective green barrier.
A large number of foreign tourists visited the area, before the
Covid-19 pandemic.

THIRD WAVE OF COVID 'DEFINITELY
UNDER WAY' IN UK: SCIENTIST
London|Agencies

A

new wave of coronavirus infections is "definitely under way"
in England due to the Delta
variant first identified in India, a
British government advisory scientist
said on Saturday.
"The race is firmly on between the
vaccine program... and the Delta
variant third wave," said professor
Adam Finn, a member of the Joint
Committee on Vaccination and
Immunisation (JCVI), Xinhua news
agency reported.Acknowledging the
recent surge in infections, Finn told
the BBC: "Perhaps we can be a little
bit optimistic it's not going up any
faster, but nevertheless it's going up - so this third wave is definitely under
way."Noting that the highest number
of cases of the Delta variant is among
16-25 year-olds, Finn said that older
people are still "much more likely to
end up in hospital.""As far as vaccines are concerned, the main

emphasis everywhere at the moment
is immunizing adults because it's
adults that suffer predominantly
from this infection," he
said.Meanwhile, epidemiologist Mike
Tildesley said he is "cautiously hopeful" that hospital admissions in
Britain will not be on the same scale

HOUTHI DRONE STRIKE KILLS 4 NEWLY-RECRUITED
YEMENI SOLDIERS

as in January. Tildesley, a member of
the Scientific Pandemic Influenza
Group on Modelling (SPI-M), another government advisory body, said
cases have been "creeping steadily"
over the past month "but we haven't
yet seen that reflected in hospital
admissions and deaths.""I'm cau-

tiously hopeful that whilst we probably will expect some sort of wave of
hospital admissions over the next few
weeks, it won't be the same scale that
we saw back in January."
The recent data published by
Public Health England showed the
AstraZeneca vaccine is 92 per cent
effective against hospitalization from
the Delta variant after two doses, and
the Pfizer vaccine is 96 per cent effective against hospitalization after two
doses.
More than 42.4 million people
have been given the first jab of a
coronavirus vaccine while more than
30.8 million people have been fully
vaccinated with a second dose,
according to the latest official figures.
Experts have warned that coronavirus may continue to evolve for
years to come, and eventually it is
likely current vaccines will fail to protect against transmission, infection,
or even against disease caused by
newer variants.

Egyptian, Libyan FMs hold talks in Cairo
Cairo|Agencies

E

Sanaa|Agencies

F

our newly-recruited
Yemeni soldiers were
killed and dozens others
injured in a Houthi drone
attack on a pro-government
military base in the southeastern province of
Hadramout, a military official
said. "A military base of the
newly-recruited pro-government Yemeni forces located
in Al-Wadiah border crossing
point in Hadramout was
bombed by Houthi drones on
Saturday, causing a huge
explosion in the area," the
official told Xinhua news
agency."The targeted military
base fully backed by Saudi

Arabia was specifically used
for training new pro-government Yemeni army recruits,"
he added.The Houthi rebels
based in the capital Sanaa
haven't made any comments
yet.
Yemen has been mired in a
civil war since late 2014 when
the Houthi militia seized
control of several northern
provinces and forced the
internationally recognized
government of President
Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi
out of Sanaa.
The Saudi-led Arab coalition intervened in the
Yemeni conflict in March
2015 to support Hadi's government.

gyptian Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry held talks with his visiting
Libyan counterpart Najla al-Mangoush
in Cairo on the latest developments of the
Tripoli's roadmap for a political settlement.
"I assert Egypt's support for the interim
executive authority represented in Libyan
presidential council and the national unity
government in performing their tasks during
the transitional stage," Shoukry told a joint
press conference on Saturday following the
talks.
The Egyptian top diplomat stressed the
necessity of restoring security, stability, sovereignty and unity of the Libyan territories
and "implementing all the stages of the
roadmap for the political solution resulting
from the Libyan Political Dialogue Forum",
reports Xinhua news agencyEgypt is looking
forward to the Libyan general elections
scheduled for December 24 and the expulsion of all foreign forces and mercenaries
from Libya "without procrastination", he
said.The Libyan parliament approved in
March an interim unity government to run
the country until the general elections held
later this year which are expected to end a
decade-long civil war that followed the ouster
and killing of former leader Muammar
Gaddafi in 2011.
Meanwhile, Al-Mangoush described the
newly formed unity government as "the gov-

ernment of all Libyan men and women that
seeks earnestly and sincerely to express the
aspirations and hopes of its people".
She valued Egypt's support for the Libyan
peace roadmap, noting the people of the two
nations are connected with deep ties as well
as a shared destiny throughout history.
"We also welcome the arrival of an
Egyptian delegation (in Libya) to coordinate
reopening the (Egyptian) embassy in Tripoli
and consulate in Benghazi," she said at the
news conference in Cairo.The two ministers
also addressed ways to boost EgyptianLibyan cooperation in various fields to broader levels.
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COVID AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
THROUGH PUPPETRY IN NE INDIA
Sujit Chakraborty
he Tripura Puppet
Theatre (TPT) group,
which has performed
in many countries and in
states in India, is educating
people about Covid-19
through the traditional
"Putul Nach" (puppet
dance), garnering peoples
attention and appreciation.
The TPT, a 47-year-old
folk cultural body, since
March 21 last year, the World
Puppet Day, has started a
unique endeavour to make
people aware about the danger of novel coronavirus and
how to be protected from
this disease.Many videos of
the puppet dance on novel
coronavirus, prepared by the
artists of TPT group, and
uploaded on the YouTube
platform and other social
media are attracting people's
attention and
admiration.The Covid
awareness puppet videos in
Bengali, Hindi and other
local languages are also
being telecast on various
channels in Tripura and
other northeastern
states.One of the founders of
TPT, Prabhitangsu Das said
that since the beginning of
the Covid pandemic last year
they are continuously undertaking a variety of performances and shows and these
are being shown on various
platforms to make the people aware."The themes of
our puppetry programmes
are focused on social distancing, preventive measures, Covid appropriate
behaviour, useful food and
immunity boosting diet and
various other measures and
actions announced by the
government," Das told correspondent."Our puppetry
programmes also highlighted how the coronavirus
spread among the people,

T

the necessity of registration
of names in the Aarogya Setu
and the benefit of Covid
inoculation.
"Since we are unable to
perform our regular puppet
dance events due to the
Covid-19 pandemic and
related restrictions, we have
chosen to go online through
diverse social and electronic
media to make people aware
about the danger of the disease and protective measures," said Das, who is the
programme director of the
TPT.In Bengali, Hindi and
other languages, TPT's 17
seconds to 90 seconds
awareness videos with
English subtitles show a
story where a government
official coughs and shows
flu-like symptoms and is
advised by his wife and
daughter to consult a doctor.
The doctor in his set of
advisories explains to the
worried family about the disease. The video, containing
three puppet dolls, ends with
a slogan, "Stay clean and
hygienic" and highlights the
messages of the World
Health Organisation and
other international bodies
besides the advice of doctors.Das, son of TPT's
founder Haripada Das, said
that all the characters (puppets) of the video are made
by their members and some
of the performances are verbal and some others are
non-verbal.The TPT members bear the entire expenses
of these campaigns through
puppetry.
"Puppetry is one of the
powerful traditional folk cultural medium and it has
numerous examples of efficacy in public health issues,"
said Das, who was awarded
the Sangeet Natak Akademi
Award in 2016 besides many
other awards in recognition
of his contribution to contemporary puppetry.

international

Afghanistan appoints new security
ministers as violence intensifies
Kabul|Agencies

T

he Afghan government
has appointed two new
key security ministers
amid growing insurgency
and violence in the war-torn
country, Administrative
Office of the Presidential
Palace said in a statement.
"In accordance with separate decrees from the
Presidential Office, General
Bismillah Khan Mohammadi
has been appointed as acting Minister of Defence and
General Abdul Satar
Mirzakwal as acting Interior
Minister," Xinhua news
agency quoted the statement issued on Saturday as
saying.
Both the newly appointed
ministers would soon be
introduced to Parliament to
obtaining a vote of confidence, the statement added.
The changes in the key
security positions came after

BIDEN TO HOST
ISRAELI PREZ IN
WH ON JUNE 28
Washington:US
President Joe Biden will
host his Israeli counterpart
Reuven Rivlin at the White
House on June 28, Press
Secretary Jen Psaki
announced here. "President
Rivlin's visit will highlight
the enduring partnership
between the US and Israel
and the deep ties between
our governments and our
people," Psaki said in a
statement issued on
Saturday.
"As President Rivlin
approaches the end of his
term, this visit will honour
the dedication he has
shown to strengthening the
friendship between the two
countries over the course of
many years," she added.
Rivlin is due to retire next
month after the end of his
seven-year term, reports
Xinhua news agency.
Israel's former Labor chairman and opposition leader
Isaac Herzog was chosen by
Parliament earlier this
month to be the next president.

increase in security incidents as the Taliban outfit
has increased activities
since the start of the US-led
forces pull out from
Afghanistan on May 1.The
militant outfit has claimed
capturing more than 40 districts over the past one
month.According to Taliban
spokesman Zabihullah
Mujahid, five districts have
been overrun by the militant
group just over the past one
week.Security officials, with-

out confirming the fall of
districts, said "the government forces have made tactical retreat" and would
soon launch counter-attacks
to regain the districts.
Hundreds of people in the
western Badghis provincial
capital Qala-I-Naw and in
the northern Jawzjan
province have taken arms
over the past couple of days
and vowed to fight against
Taliban if the government
fails to ensure security.

Liverpool pleads with Unesco
to keep World Heritage status
Liverpool|Agencies

C

ivic leaders in Liverpool
have pleaded with the
UNESCO's World
Heritage Committee to keep
the English city's World
Heritage status.
A letter, signed by City
Mayor Joanne Anderson,
Liverpool Metro Mayor Steve
Rotheram and the CEOs of
English Premier League clubs
Everton FC and Liverpool FC,
was sent to the committee on
Saturday ahead of a critical
decision over the city's World
Heritage status to be made in
July, reports Xinhua news
agency. Local media reported
that key figures from
Liverpool's cultural, economic
and academic sectors have
also signed the joint letter.
Liverpool has, since 2012,
been on UNESCO's register of
sites in danger over major
redevelopment plans for large
areas of the city's waterfront
dockland area which falls
within the zone covered by the
coveted status.

The recent decision by
Liverpool Planning
Committee to give a go-ahead
to Everton FC to build a new
stadium at Bramley Moore
Dock within the World
Heritage area, has brought the
plight of the city's World
Heritage status into sharp
focus ahead of the World
Heritage Committee meeting
in late July. "In advance of the
World Heritage Committee
meeting in July, we are asking
the committee members to
defer any decision on the city's
status and, instead, accept an
invitation to visit Liverpool at
some point during the next 12
months," the signatories said
in their letter.
"On the issue of Liverpool's
World Heritage Site, we would
like to make it absolutely clear
that the city does not want to
lose this status," they added.

hollywood
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KATY PERRY WOWS IN A
PURPLE SWIMSUIT WITH
NEW BORN DAUGHTER

Ed Sheeran 'apologises
to ginger people'
London | Agencies

Los Angeles | Agencies

d Sheeran has "apologised to ginger people"
after ditching roots to
go blonde for his new music
video. The popstar, 30,
revealed that he dyed his hair
to get into character for his
new single Bad Habit.
The Shape of You singer
shared a snap of him with his
Dracula-esque eye shadow,
bleached hair and a gaudy
pink suit.
The Grammy Award winner completed his ghoulish
look with a black nail polish
and a pair of vampire fangs.
Ed promised his fans that
he would never bleach his
hair again and apologised to
his fans.
Alongside the snap, he
wrote: "6 days to go. My hair
was blonde for 3 days for the
shoot. I apologise to all my
ginger people, it will never
happen again. #factor70sunscreengang"
He treated fans to a snippet of his new track on
TikTok, allowing followers
use it for their own video creations.
The singer is gearing up to
release his new record later
this month - he'll be performing the track live for the very
first time at the TikTok UEFA
Euro 2020 show, alongside a
number of his classic hits.

E

inger Katy Perry have been spending time with family as she
cradles daughter Daisy Dove during day at the beach with
shirtless beau Orlando Bloom. Katy Perry and her fiancé
Orlando Bloom have now jetted to the Greek Peloponnese with
their 10-month-old daughter Daisy Dove and the actor's son
Flynn, 10, as they enjoyed a day relaxing at the beach.
New mother Katy, 36, looked sensational in a purple swimsuit
and straw hat as she strolled along the shoreline carrying their
daughter in her arms.
Katy wore her platinum blonde locks swept back off her fave
in a ponytail and showcased her natural beauty by going
make-up free for the family outing.
Orlando showcased his muscular torso as he went shirtless
and sported a pair of red swim shorts while hanging out with
his brood on the beach.
The couple proved to be more loved-up than ever as they
relaxed together on the beach.

S

Los Angeles | Agencies

inger Liam Payne has revealed his son Bear gave him a sweet
father's day gift. The ex-One Direction star posted a now-expired
Instagram story of himself reacting
to his four-year-old's gift of cookies.
The 27-year-old artist captioned the post "Father's day
has started" and can be seen standing next to a homemade basket of
delicious cookies.
The lovingly made gingerbread
cookies had been decorated with
large googly eyes and
coloured icing.
Liam, who is
currently
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launching
his own NFT- Lonely Bugbased on his experiences
in lockdown, can be
heard talking to his son
in the short clip posted
to @liampayne.
The star showed off
his new bleached blond
look as he visited his
son at his mother,
Cheryl's house.
Liam can be heard
saying: "At Bears
house. Did you make
me some cookies? Ah
you did! You know I
like cookies".

MEGAN FOX ATTENDS BEAU
MACHINE GUN KELLY'S SECRET
VENICE BEACH CONCERT
Los Angeles | Agencies

egan Fox was spotted supporting her rocker beau
Machine Gun Kelly at his somewhat precarious-looking
secret rooftop show in Venice Beach, CA. On Saturday the
stunning 35-year-old actress was seen beaming during the performance, after giving him a little pep talk and some playful love
pats.
Also in attendance was Kourtney Kardashian and her TikTok pal
Addison Rae as they showed support for the reality star's boyfriend
Travis Barker who played the drums.
The show which was held in collaboration with singer NoCap
was a last minute announcement as Kelly - real name Colson
Baker - tweeted just an hour and a half before the show: 'venice
beach today rainbow lifeguard station 3pm.'
And throngs of beach goers and fans of the My Ex's Best Friend
singer showed up in large numbers as they watched he and Barker
rock out on an adjacent rooftop.

M

DICK VAN DYKE, 95,
LOOKS FORWARD
TO TURNING 100

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies

elevision personality Kris Jenner, who is also
the manager of her children's career, says her
eldest daughter Kourtney Kardashian, is the
toughest to manage. Host Andy Cohen asked Kris
during the "Keeping Up With the Kardashians"
reunion: "Who's the hardest (to manage)? Who gives
you the most lip?"
Kris said it was Kourtney, adding she could be
stubborn and difficult to deal with.
She said: "I don't want to do things if it's not
something I'm really into doing. My answer is no
for most things and if it's gonna be yes, I want to
know every detail of what I'm
gonna be asked
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of."
Kris shared that model
Kendall Jenner is her easiest daughter to manage, and Khloe Kardashian says that her mother
deserves all of her success, reports
femalefirst.co.uk.
She said: "Our mom works so hard and no one,
especially at the beginning, did believe in us the way
that our mom did. She really just knew that we can do
all these things and my mom is giving us our careers,
or helping us navigate through that and it's only fair
that she gets paid for that."

Los Angeles | Agencies

ctor Dick Van Dyke, 95, is determined to
make it to his milestone birthday in
2025. "The point is to enjoy. I'm looking
forward to 100. George Burns made it and I'm
gonna do it too!" Van Dyke told Closer US magazine. "The song says, 'I hope I die before I get
old'. I thought, what a sad thing. Old age can be
a great time!" The "Mary Poppins" star has no
plans to retire and would like to return to the
stage in a Shakespeare play, reports femalefirst.co.uk. The nonagenarian said: "I'd like
Shakespeare. I love the rhythms of it. I'm old
enough to do 'King Lear'. I didn't know how
much I would miss it. I really miss getting up in
front of an audience." The star, who found fame
in the TV sitcom "The Dick Van Dyke Show" in
the 1960s, shared that taking a "childlike attitude" to life has helped him through the years.
He said: "I like to play, and I don't take too many
things seriously. To take oneself seriously will
age you pretty quick. It's not what's happening to
you, it's the attitude you take towards it. If you
can stay optimistic about life and relationships,
you'll be much happier."

A
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WTC FINAL: NEW ZEALAND LOOK
IN CONTROL AT END OF DAY 3
Southampton: When play ended prematurely due to poor visibility on the third day
of the World Test Championship final here
on Sunday, New Zealand were in a strong
position at 101 for two wickets, replying to
India's 217 first-innings' 217.
At close of play, captain Kane
Williamson was batting on 12 (37 balls,
1x4). Devon Conway (54, 222 minutes, 153
balls, 6x4s) was out just moments before
the umpires decided that the light was not
good enough for play. Mohammad Shami
superbly caught Conway at mid-on off
Ishant Sharma to sort of make up for going
wicketless despite bowling brilliantly.
Conway's was the first half-century of the
match so far.
R. Ashwin dismissed the other batsman,
Tom Latham (30, 104 balls, 3x4s), with captain Virat Kohli taking a good catch at short
extra-cover.
Although New Zealand are still 116 runs
behind, they would feel comfortable as
their most experienced batsman, Ross
Taylor, playing his 108th Test, was yet to

Seam and swing bowling will play a major
part in the two teams' fortunes at the
Hampshire Bowl.
Earlier, the third day's play started with
India at 146 for three, with Kohli (44) and
Ajinkya Rahane (29) at the crease. India
were all out soon after the lunch interval.
Rahane ended up as the top scorer of the
innings with 49 (117 balls, 5x4s) while Kohli
scored 44 (132 balls, 1x4). Opener Rohit
Sharma chipped in with 34 (68 balls, 6x4s).
For New Zealand, fast bowler Kyle
Jamieson captured his fifth five-wicket
innings haul, in his eighth Test, for 31 runs
in 22 overs. His superb figures included 12
maiden overs and the wickets of Kohli,
Sharma, and Rishabh Pant (4).

Brief scores

bat. The others to follow are no less experienced. They are Henry Nicholls (40th Test),
Bradley-John Watling (75th), and allrounder Colin de Grandhomme (26th).

The inclement weather will play a crucial
role in deciding this Test match. Although
the first day was lost completely to rain,
three more days are left in the contest.

(Close, Day 3): India: 217 all out in 92.1
overs (Ajinkya Rahane 49, Virat Kohli 44,
Rohit Sharma 34, Kyle Jamieson 5/31,
Neil Wagner 2/40, Trent Boult 2/47) New
Zealand: 101/2 wkts in 49 overs (Devon
Conway 54, Tom Latham 30, Kane
Williamson batting 12)
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RUSSIA'S RUBLEV
ENTERS HALLE FINAL,
TO FACE HUMBERT
Halle |Agencies

ussia's Andrey
Rublev secured a
place in his maiden ATP Tour grasscourt
final at the Noventi
Open with a 6-1, 3-6, 63 win over Georgian
qualifier
NikolozBasilashvili.
The fourth-seeded
Rublev struck 24 winners past Basilashvili in
the one hour and 51
minutes contest to set
up a title clash with Ugo
Humbert of France.
Humbert defeated
Canadian Felix Auger-Aliassime 6-4, 3-6, 7-6(5).
"It's my first final on grass and in Halle," said Rublev. "I think
I can play on every surface and I will try my best again (against
Humbert). I had good opportunities to break him (Basilashvili)
in the second set, some quite easy forehands and I stressed a
little showing my emotions. I then came back and stayed calm,
until the last game. But I won," Rublev told atptour.com.
Rublev will now attempt to improve his 4-1 record in ATP
500-level final against Humbert, who he beat in their only meeting at the 2020 St. Petersburg Open. Rublev played superbly in
the first set, racing to a 5-0 lead after just 19 minutes.
Basilashvili, who required on-court treatment, responded in
the second set, capitalising on a forehand mishit from Rublev to
break at 3-2 and then took the game into the third set.

R

Belgrade swimming: Indians win Xherdan Shaqiri scores brace as
3 gold, miss Olympic qualification Switzerland ease 3-1 past Turkey
Belgrade |Agencies

ndia's Sajan Prakash won
gold in the men's 200
meters butterfly event in
the Belgrade Open
Swimming competition, but
narrowly missed qualifying
for the Tokyo Olympic
Games.
Prakash, 27, clocked one
minute 56.96 seconds, but
fell short of the 'A' qualification time of 1 minute 56.48
seconds late on Saturday.
Teenage Srihari Nataraj
won gold in men's 100m
backstroke with a time of
54.45 seconds. His timing
was, however, slower than
the 'A' qualification time of
53.85 seconds. He has

I

achieved the 'B' qualification
time, but on Saturday he
failed to get into a good
rhythm and missed the quali-

MITHALI RAJ PITCHES FOR
MORE TESTS AFTER DRAW
AGAINST ENGLAND
Bristol: On a day when
India put up a gritty display to steal a draw in the
one-off women's Test
against England here, skipper Mithali Raj pitched for
more Test matches to help
her team get used to the
rigours of the longest format of the game. Powered by a
gritty unbeaten 80 (154 balls) by debutant SnehRana and
her unfinished 104-run partnership for the ninth wicket
with Taniya Bhatia (44 not out, 88 balls), India frustrated
the hosts to snatch a draw on Saturday.India, who had
looked down and out at one point in time when they were
at 199 for seven wickets while following on before tea on
Saturday, saw gritty batting from the lower order against
an England bowling attack that seemed to be tiring. "It's a
good idea to have a five-day Test but (first) we actually
have to start (having) Test matches regularly," said Mithali,
when asked if the number of days in women's Test matches should be increased from the current four to five. This
was India women's cricket team's maiden Test since 2014.
Indian women have played only 36 Tests in five decades,
which is less than one per year. India played only two
Tests between 2010 and 2020. "Having a Test match featuring in a series is important and then take it to five days.
I'm okay with five-day Tests also, but I would prefer having
a Test match first in a series and then take it from there,"
Mithali was quoted as saying by ESPNcricinfo. The sides
next meet in the first ODI, back in Bristol on June 27.

VENEZUELA MIDFIELDER
HERRERA TO MISS REST OF
COPA AMERICA
Rio de Janeiro: Venezuela midfielder Yangel Herrera
has been ruled out of the rest of the Copa America
because of a fractured
lower leg, the country's
football federation has
announced. The 23-yearold sustained the injury
during Venezuela's goalless draw with Colombia in
a Group A clash in Guyana
on Thursday. "Stay strong,
Yangel Herrera. We are
with you! You will come
back stronger," the federation said on twitter, reports
Xinhua. The announcement came the day before the
Vinotinto were due to play Ecuador at Rio de Janeiro's
Olympic stadium. Jose Peseiro's side have already been
severely depleted by a COVID-19 outbreak that has forced
eight players and five officials into isolation.

fication mark.
ShoanGanguli won the
third gold medal for India, in
400m medley with a time of

four minutes 37.70 seconds.
However, he has so far not
overcome the 'B' qualification time.
Maana Patel clocked 29.79
seconds to clinch silver in the
women's 50m backstroke
while Tanish Mathew settled
for bronze in the men's 200m
butterfly.
Six Indian swimmers,
including Prakash, have
achieved the 'B' qualification
time in the 2019-2020
Olympic qualification cycle.
'A' qualification time guarantees an automatic berth.
Indian swimmers, particularly Nataraj and Prakash,
will get one last chance to
crack the 'A' qualification
time next week in Rome.

Baku|Agencies

H

aris Seferovic and Xherdan
Shaqiri scored in the 6th and
26th minute respectively to keep
Switzerland 2-0 ahead of Turkey at halftime. Mert Muldur and Turkey registered multiple shots on target but were
continuously denied by Switzerland
goalkeeper Yann Sommer. Irfan
Kahveci score for Turkey while Shaqiri
added a second to take the Swiss side
to a 3-1 win.
It is the final match for group A as all
four teams take the field as both matches will be played simultaneously. Italy
lead through Matteo Pessina’s strike in
the 39th minute against Wales in Rome.
The Azzuri are already through to the
last 16, while Wales need a draw to
make sure of progressing to the next
round and a win would put them

through in pole position.
On the other hand both Spain and
Poland are in danger of failing to qualify for the knockout stage of the
European Championships after drawing their second Group E game 1-1 in

Govt announces setting up of five 'Divyangta Khel Kendras'
Team Absolute|New Delhi

nion Minister for
Social Justice and
Empowerment
ThaawarchandGehlot on
Sunday announced setting
up of five 'Divyangta Khel
Kendras' in different parts of
country.
Gehlotsaid,"Looking at the
interest towards the sports
among the 'Divyangjan' of
the country and their good
performances in
Paralympics, the ministry has
decided to establish five
'Divyangta Khel Kendra' in

U

different parts of country, out
of which Ahemdabad will be
one such cities to open such
facility." Addressing the
'SamajikAdhikaritaShivir' for
distribution of aids and assis-

tive devices to 'Divyangjan'
under the ADIP Scheme of
the Ministry of Social Justice
and Empowerment, in
Gujarat's Jamnagar, the
Minister said that the central

government had released Rs
8.06 crore fund to Gujarat
under scholarship programme benefitting 2,808
beneficiaries. Speaking on
the occasion, Chief Minister
Vijay Rupani said that the
society which does not care
about Divyangjan is itself a
disabled society. He said that
in the year 2016 the Right to
Persons with Disability Act
was brought in, which not
only provided more security,
but also ensures and protects
the fundamental rights of the
person with disabilities
across the nation.

Karthik leaves fans entertained
on commentary-box debut
Southampton: India cricketer Dinesh Karthik's
stint in the commentary box during the second
day of the World Test Championship (WTC) final
between India and New Zealand saw him pull a
fast one on fellow commentator and former
England skipper Nasser Hussain, which left his
fans well entertained. Hussain was all praise for
India cricketer Rohit Sharma's pull shots on Day 2
of the WTC final on Saturday as he commented,
"Rohit is a great puller of the short ball. Uses his
feet well against spin. Shows positive intent."
Just when Hussain was done with his analysis,
Karthik replied: "Yes, exactly the opposite of you".

Karthik's reply left his fans truly entertained, who
took to social media to praise the 36-year-old
who is making his commentary-box debut here.
"Dinesh Karthik upping the commentary game,
more importantly just get into direct points and at
times cheeky as well. #INDvNZ," wrote a fan on
twitter. Another fan wrote, "Dinesh Karthik might
be my favourite commentator already. And I
heard him talk only for half an hour. It says something about the standards as well I guess in
Indian commentary." "Dinesh Karthik sledging
Nasser Hussain in the commentary box. GOLD!
#INDvNZ," wrote another fan.

Seville.The result on Saturday leaves
Spain with two points from their first
two matches and the Poles with just
one and both probably need to win
their last group games to avoid an early
exit.

ATHLETICS GP IV: ONLY 7, INCLUDING
DUTEE, TO RACE IN 100M
Patiala|Agencies

ce sprinter Dutee Chand and Daneshwari A.T. will battle
it out for supremacy in women's 100 meters in the
Indian Grand Prix IV scheduled to be held here on
Monday. As per entry list posted by Athletics Federation of
India (AFI) on its website, only seven sprinters, including
Dutee,
Dhanalakshmi
and Himashree
Roy, have registered for the
100m race. In
the Federation
Cup Athletics
meet held in
March,
Dhanalakshmi
had upset Dutee
to win gold in
100m. Dutee won silver. Dhanalakshmi will also compete in
the 200m in the IGP IV. Promising Assam sprinter Hima Das,
whose prolonged low back injury prevented her from competing in the women's 400m race, will be seen in action in the
200m event on Monday.
Only five sprinters, including Dutee, have entered the 200m.
Leading 400m sprinter Anjali Devi will skip the IGP IV as she is
yet to recover from a leg injury she had sustained in February.
Jisna Mathew, Vismaya V.K., and M.R. Poovama are favourites
in the women's 400m. The women's 1500m race will see only
two competitors -- P.U. Chitra and HarmilanBains - who are
chasing the Olympic qualification mark of four minutes 04.20
seconds. The women's 5000m race too has also attracted only
two athletes -- Sudha Singh and Parul Chaudhary. In javelin,
Annu Rani will be the main attraction. She is yet to qualify for
the Tokyo Olympic Games, starting on July 23.

A

'You cannot stop', Milkhaji once told me: India goalkeeper Sandhu
Team Absolute|New Delhi

ndia football team goalkeeper
Gurpreet Sandhu recollected an
"unforgettable" memory with athletics legend Milkha Singh, who passed
away at the PGI Hospital in Chandigarh
after a prolonged battle with Covid-19
late on Friday night.
"As I woke up to the news of his tragic
demise today (Saturday), my mind
immediately went back to the unforgettable memory of receiving an award
from the legend himself. The words he
spoke to me at the time are still with me
and continue to be a huge source of
inspiration," said Sandhu -- who played

I

a big role in India making it to the final
qualifiers of the AFC Asian Cup China
2023 in Qatar recently -- on Saturday.
"It was in 2015 and I was one of the
winners of the Hindustan Times 30
Under 30 Awards. The ceremony took
place in Chandigarh and it was Milkhaji who presented my award to me. He
told me, "Hard work has no replacement. I even used to vomit blood at
times after training but tumheruknanahihai!" (You cannot stop!),"
Sandhu recalled in his heartfelt message posted on the All India Football
Federation (AIFF) website.
"At the time, I was playing my club
football in Norway with Stabaek, where

every day was a fight to prove myself
and break into the starting line-up. It
was a great challenge and living
abroad, there were days when it was
hard to keep my spirits up. However, I
used to fall back on these words spoken to me by 'the Flying Sikh' himself,
they were a great motivator and
pushed me to give my all each day."
"This is just a small example from
my life and I'm sure there will be so
many more athletes across the country
like me whose lives were touched by
the great man. Milkha-ji's words and
blessings will always be with me
whenever I am fighting on the football
pitch for my country."
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BOLLYWOOD CELEBS EXPRESS LOVE
FOR DAD ON FATHER'S DAY 2021
Team Absolute|Mumbai

father Shatrughan Sinha, Sonakshi Sinha
wrote: "Haanhaanhoonmein Papa kipari
(yes I am my father's angela Happy Fathers
Day."
"The two most exemplary men. The two
who 'get me'. Filled with bountiful of love and
grace. The best father's a daughter can have
#happyfathersday," shared Anushka Sharma.
Sharing a photo with her father,
YamiGautam wrote: "Happy Father's Day
papa...Love you."
"#HappyFathersDay to all the Fathers
out there. Behind every successful woman
is her father who showed her how to
dream big & believed in her before she
did," tweeted PreityZinta along with a
throwback photo of her father kissing
baby Preity. Singer Kumar Sanu posted a
throwback photo with his father on
Instagram and wrote: "My father, my
guru who taught me everything I know
about music. Hea¿s no more but he'll
always be a part of me and my music.
#happyfathersday to all of you."

ollywood celebrities took to social
media on Sunday to express love for
their father and wish everyone a happy
Father's Day. Sharing a throwback black
and white photograph with her father,
veteran actress HemaMalini tweeted:
"Today we celebrate Father's Day. I
recall my Dad who was selfless in
his love for his children, me in particular as I was the only daughter.
He would take such care of me,
fulfill my every little need and
was always there for me, hovering protectively over me. I truly
miss him." "Happy Father's Day
to all dads & the three special
ones in my life. Today is one of
those days when I miss you dad
& I feel blessed to have the most
loving father-in-law," shared
Madhuri Dixit Nene.
Sharing a beautiful photograph with

B

Shama Sikander: This
pandemic allowed me to
do a lot of meditation
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctres Shama Sikander says that in these mentally strenuous times of the pandemic, practicing yoga has really
helped her. As the world celebrates International
Yoga Day on Monday, she emphasised the importance of
yoga and how it can help people stay positive.
"This pandemic allowed me to do a lot of meditation
and go to a level I never thought was possible.
"I think I am on an advanced level of yoga. I can't say
I on the ultimate level and there are some asanas I am
currently getting better at. It's a work in progress.I want
to do all the asanas. I want to see my body achieve all
of that. I suggest everyone do yoga," she says.
The actress also feels that children should also be
encouraged to focus on yoga.
"I request parents to put their children in yoga and
they could experience the magic of meditation and
understand the world better and that would make
change their worlds for the better," she says.
Shama has earlier spoken about battling
with depression and bipolar disorder. She
feels mental health needs to be
given more priority. Mental
health is the most
important thing
for people. If we
don't understand that, then
these pandemics
will keep on happening," she
says.
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ctress Raashii
Khanna, who
works predomid
nantly in Tamil an
les for
ro
ls
fee
s,
film
Telugu
uth
So
e
th
in
actresses
are no longer just
about being pretty.
Raashii made
her mark with
Telugu films such
as "TholiPrema",
"Venky Mama"
and "World
Famous Lover",
after making her
acting debut with
ShoojitSircar's
2013 Hindi film
"Madras Cafe".
"It's still a maledominated industry but I think
women are making their way
ahead considering
the new kind of
films that are com
ing," said Raashii.
"When I started
my career, I was
very lucky to start
my career with

TAHIRA
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KASHYAP
ANNOUNCES NEW BOOK
'THE 7 SINS OF BEING A
MOTHER'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

uthor and filmmaker TahiraKashyapKhurrana
announced her next book "The 7 Sins of
Being a Mother" on Father's Day
on Sunday. Tahira, who is married
to actor AyushmannKhurrana,
took to Instagram to announce
her fifth book. Posting pictures of
herself jumping with joy showcasing her laptop screen, Tahira revealed
the title of her second book penned
during the pandemic. The author said, "I
love dads (mine and my kids')- but on
Father's Day I want to share some special news about
my new book!! It's sinful and hopefully delightful... It's
called... THE 7 SINS OF BEING A MOTHER!! Swipe
to see my calmness about it. #newbook #comingsoon #author @juggernaut.in." Tahira had
launched her fourth book '12
Commandments of Being A Woman' last
year, which received an exceptional
response from the audience.
Earlier, she has authored books
like "Cracking The Code: My
Journey in Bollywood",
ich
wh
e' ,
"Souled Out" and "The 12
'OohaluGusagusalad it estabd
Commandments of Being a
was a Telugu film an but post
tor,
woman".
lished me as an ac
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AMOL PARASHAR OPENS
UP ON SHOOTING WITH
SARA ALI KHAN

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctor AmolParashar recently shared the screen
with actress Sara Ali Khan in an advertisement.
He recalls how they didn't have a problem settling into their characters despite not getting enough
time to know each other.
"We only shot together for a day. That is not enough
time to get to know each other or become friends, but
you also need a certain comfort level for screen, which
boils down to the skills of the actors and how comfortable they can feel around each other. I would say it was
easy and we didn't take much time to get into the
script and the characters," said Amol.
"Although we met and worked together for the first
time, that is something one is used to as an actor. I was
hired to do my part, and I would give my best as per
the scripts and co-actors chosen by the campaign
designers," Amol adds.

A

'Fukrey' co-actors Varun Sharma,
Manjot Singh in 'Chutzpah'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

arun Sharma and Manjot Singh have been roped
in for a quirky new web-show titled "Chutzpah".
The show also "A Suitable Boy" actress Tanya
Maniktala and ElnaazNorouzi, along with
GautamMehra and Kshitij Chauhan. "Chutzpah" is
created by Mrighdeep Singh Lamba, who has directed
Varun and Manjot earlier in the "Fukrey" films. Lamba
has written the script of "Chutzpah" with Amit Babbar
while Simarpreet Singh will direct the show.
"Bhai yeh Chutzpah kyahai (What is Chutzpah)? I
am sure everyone wants an answer to this question,
just like I did when I heard the script for the first time.
This show will take the audience on a quirky and relatable journey through the world of the internet, social
media, gaming and more," said Varun. Manjot described the show as "a quirky story that is all things internet,
which narrates journeys that are relatable and unique. This show reunites me with my gang -- Mrighdeep,
Simarpreet and co-actor Varun." Produced by Dinesh Vijan, "Chutzpah" will drop on SonyLIV.
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